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Preventing XML Problems
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INTRODUCTION

In spite of its many benefits, Extensible Markup Language (XML)
still has a variety of problems that can either slow down an integration
project, or worse, cause the integration project to collapse. XML is a
flexible, easy to use, and fully portable solution for Web applications
and integration projects, but it does not solve every problem.

Enterprise developers know about the inefficiency of XML , but they
ignore it in exchange for the perceived advantages of XML such as
flexibility, ease of use, and portability. However, the reality of the issue
is that XML has a number of drawbacks that enterprise developers
should be wary of when creating integration systems.

When developing integration systems such as Web services, or any
other business-to-business function, developers may encounter the fol-
lowing problems when writing XML:

� Non-verifiable code—XML is supposed to be easily validated
by use of Document Type Definitions (DTDs) or schemas.
Oftentimes, however, DTDs and schemas may be invalid
themselves, too complicated for XML documents to reference,
or even insufficient for most businesses. Therefore, there is no
way to guarantee that a certain XML file is valid if it does not
reference a valid DTD or schema.

� Human-readable, yet ambiguous code– Although human
readability can be seen as an advantage of XML, it can also be
viewed as a problem. Human-readable code is not always readable
by humans. For example, an element that has a specific meaning
to one developer may be of no use, or make no sense, to another
developer. In addition, human-readable does not necessarily mean
machine-readable. If XML code is written strictly for machine
consumption, then there is no reason for having code that makes
sense to humans, but has no meaning to a machine.

� Versioning problems—Maintaining multiple versions of a single
document can be very difficult. Either developers can maintain a
full version of the code to understand each XML format, or they

can reference different DTDs for each format. Both options are
possible, but require a lot of time and effort.

� Vogue attitude toward XML—Many developers turn to XML
simply because it is the popular language of the moment and do
not consider whether it is the right solution. More times than
not, XML introduces more complexities than needed where a
simpler text file would have sufficed.

� Chaos of standards—XML standards are still in development
and are constantly shifting. Without any stability in XML
standards, developers are forced to either keep up with the rapid
changes, or fall behind.

Preventing the use of poorly written XML is more complicated than
most developers realize. The key to successfully using XML in an inte-
gration project is to understand the inefficiencies that may cause poor-
ly written XML, and then apply a rule-based system that establishes
adherence policies. This article will outline the many drawbacks of
XML, and will address how a rule-based system can prevent the use of
poorly written XML in integration projects.

UNDERSTANDING XML

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a family of technolo-
gies that describe structured data. Using XML, companies can create
common information formats and share this information on the World
Wide Web. For example, a company can create an XML document to
exchange information about its products over the Internet. See FIGURE1
for a simple example of an XML document.

XML AND ITS INEFFICIENCIES

Although the example XML document appears to be written cor-
rectly, how can developers be completely sure that the code is valid and
well-formed, comprehensible to other developers, and adheres to spe-
cific standards? In other words, how can developers be sure that the
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XML they write isn’t useless? The answer to
this question lies in a rule-based system that
can establish team policies and practices to
prevent poorly written XML.

The following sections will outline some
of the inefficiencies that can lead to poorly
written XML, and will address how a rule-
based system can “cut the crap” and prevent
the use of poorly written XML in integration
projects. After all, system performance is
only as good as the data received and the
instructions given. If errors are contained in
the XML, it is more likely than not that the
system will crash.

VALIDATING XML

One of the main benefits of XML is that it
provides mechanisms for verifying document
validity. There are two basic mechanisms for
verifying document validity: Document Type
Definition (DTD) and XML Schema. For
example, when creating an XML document
developers can reference either of these
mechanisms from within the document itself.
The DTD or schema that is referenced will
specify exactly how the XML document is to
be processed, which elements and attributes
are contained in the document, and the order
in which these elements and attributes should
be listed.

DEFINING DTDS

FIGURE 2 is an example of a simple DTD
that can be referenced by an XML document.

To reference this DTD from an XML docu-
ment, the header shown in FIGURE 3 can be
added to the beginning of the XML document.

A DTD is a specification based on the rules
of the Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML) and it provides basic veri-
fication of XML documents. DTDs provide
mechanisms for expressing which elements
are allowed and what the composition of each
element can be. Legal attributes can be defined
per element type, and legal attribute values can
be defined per attribute.

DEFINING SCHEMAS

FIGURE 4 is an example of a simple schema
that can be referenced by an XML document.

To reference this schema from an XML
document, the attribute in the element can be
specified with the header shown in FIGURE 5.

XML schemas, like a DTD, define a set of
legal elements, attributes, and attribute values.

However, XML schemas provide a more
robust verification for XML documents. XML
schemas are namespace aware and also cover
data types, data bounds, schema class inheri-
tance, and context-sensitive data values—not
all of which are covered by DTDs.

LACK OF DTD/SCHEMA
ENFORCEMENT

While referencing DTDs or schemas can
guarantee the validity of XML documents,
there is no requirement that developers use
headers to reference DTDs or schemas at
all. In fact, developers need only to follow
simple syntax rules in order for an XML
document to be “well-formed.” However, a
well-formed document is not necessarily a
valid document. Without referencing either
a DTD or a schema, there is no way to veri-
fy whether the XML document is valid or
not. Therefore, measures must be taken to
ensure that XML documents do, in fact, ref-
erence a DTD or schema.

USING RULES TO ENFORCE
DOCUMENT VALIDITY

To guarantee that an XML document refer-
ences a DTD or schema, development teams can
adopt a rule-based system that can detect and
prevent errors within the XML code. Developers
can create rules that impose constraints on XML
documents to verify validity.

For example, a rule can be created that
enforces an XML document to contain the
sample schema header shown in FIGURE 6.

If the document is missing the specified
header, an error will occur alerting the devel-
oper of the violation.

HUMAN-READABLE OR
AMBIGUOUS CODE?

As seen in the sample XML document,
XML is human-readable. In other words,
XML is created in plain text and uses actual
words or phrases that have specific meanings
to developers. However, even though XML
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="US-ASCII"?>
<ProductList>

<Product color="green" file="apple_fruit_green.gif" id="0" isFruit="true">
Green apples are great for making caramel apples. The sour taste
of the apple and the sweet taste of the caramel blend well together.

</Product>
<Product color="green" file="artichoke_veg_green.gif" id="1" isFruit="false">

Artichoke hearts are the tastiest part of the artichoke. When you 
eat the heart, it's love at first bite!

</Product>
<Product color="green" file="asparagus_veg_green.gif" id="2" isFruit="false">

Asparagus is easy to cook.
</Product>
<Product color="green" file="avocado_fruit_green.gif" id="3" isFruit="true">

Avocados are the main ingredient in guacamole.
</Product>
<Product color="yellow" file="banana_fruit_yellow.gif" id="4" isFruit="true">

Smart monkeys eat bananas. Are you smart?
</Product>

</ProductList>

FIGURE 1: BASIC XML  DOCUMENT

<!-- ProductList DTD -->
<!ELEMENT ProductList (Product)*>
<!ELEMENT Product (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST Product color (red|green|yellow|weird) #REQUIRED

file CDATA #REQUIRED
id CDATA #REQUIRED
isFruit (true|false) 'true'>

FIGURE 2: DTD THAT CAN BE REFERENCED BY AN XML DOCUMENT

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="US-ASCII"?>
<!DOCTYPE ProductList PUBLIC "-//OnlineGrocer//ProductList//EN"
"ProductList.dtd">

FIGURE 3: HEADER USED TO REFERENCE DTD FROM AN XML DOCUMENT



can be read and written by humans, it does not
necessarily mean that humans can understand
XML—developers can still create unreadable
XML code. An element that has a specific
meaning to one developer may be of no use, or
make no sense, to another developer.

For instance, developers can create XML
that is completely unintelligible to one another—
consider XML tags that are written in Poland
or Japan. Code need not be written in another
language to be bad either; ambiguous code
written in the same tongue that is to be shared
between companies can be quite cryptic as
well. For example, the element <Trans> can
mean anything from transform, transaction,
or Trans-Am depending on the developer and
the application.

ESTABLISHING TEAM-NAMING
CONVENTIONS

To prevent ambiguous XML code, develop-
ment teams must mutually agree upon a standard
XML vocabulary. With a standard language in
place, developers within a team will be more apt
to understand each other’s code.

Naming conventions can be established that
verify whether code follows rules that verify
anything from W3C guidelines for a specific
language, to team naming standards, to proj-
ect-specific design requirements, to the proper
usage of custom XML tags.

CHAOS OF STANDARDS

Although the W3C has made an effort to
establish a common language, vocabulary, and
protocol for XML, these standards are still in
development and are constantly changing.
Companies that adhere to proposed standards
that are not yet fully mature must be prepared
to keep up with any changes of the standard in
the future. For example, a standard that is in
existence today may not exist six months from
now. Without any stability in XML standards,
developers must keep up with the rapid
changes to avoid falling behind.

WS-I BASIC PROFILE TO THE
RESCUE

In spite of the chaos of standards that may
exist for XML development, the release of Basic
Profile provides some guidance to developers
seeking a widely used XML standard. The Web
Services Interoperability Organization (WS-I)
Basic Profile standard consists of specifications
that establish a baseline for interoperable Web

services. These specifications include guidelines
that cover XML 1.0.

Developers can now depend on Basic Profile
as a common framework for implementing
XML and building integration projects. There
are more than 25 WS-I member companies that
support Basic Profile. Therefore, developers can
be confident that the XML standards they use
will not be subject to constant flux and change.

CONCLUSION

If it is written and used properly, XML does
offer many advantages that can support reli-
able and robust Web applications. The key to
successfully using XML in an integration
project is to first understand the inefficiencies
that may cause poorly written XML, then uti-
lize the proper techniques that verify correct-
ness at each level of the implementation.  
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<!-- ProductList Schema -->
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xsd:element name="ProductList">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element ref="Product" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>

</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="Product">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleContent>
<xsd:extension base="xsd:string">
<xsd:attribute name="color" use="required">
<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction base="xsd:string">
<xsd:enumeration value="red"/>
<xsd:enumeration value="green"/>
<xsd:enumeration value="yellow"/>
<xsd:enumeration value="weird"/>

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>

</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute name="file" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="id" type="xsd:nonNegativeInteger" use="required"/>
<xsd:attribute name="isFruit" type="xsd:boolean" default="true"/>

</xsd:extension>
</xsd:simpleContent>

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>

</xsd:schema>

FIGURE 4: SIMPLE SCHEMA THAT CAN BE REFERENCED BY AN XML DOCUMENT

<ProductList xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="ProductList.xsd">

FIGURE 5: HEADER USED TO REFERENCE SCHEMA IN FIGURE 4

<ProductList xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="ProductList.xsd">

FIGURE 6:  SAMPLE SCHEMA HEADER


